## Staff Training Preferences

### Work Likes
**What tasks do you enjoy or want to “own”?**

- Computer Chores
- Task Making
- Activity Planning
- Cleaning
- Choreography
- Data
- Other:

### Learning Style
**How do you learn best?**

- Visual (pictures or words)
- Auditory
- Kinesthetic (hands-on)
- Visual (watching examples)
- Other:

### Feedback
**How would you prefer feedback?**

- Talk 1:1
- Large group generalized conversation
- Written note
- In the moment
- Other:

### Boostering
**How do you prefer to receive training?**

- In the moment- Hands-on or model
- In the moment- Verbal
- Later - Hands-on
- Later - Verbal
- Other:

### Motivation
**What are some things that motivate you?**

- Positive praise / attention
- Activity choices
- Breaks broken into different chunks
- Other:
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